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Cemetery World was an entertaining, enjoyable read. Fletcher Carson returns to Earth, now a
Cemetery World for the descendants of Earthlings. After a world destroying war thousands of
years before, the majority of the remaining humans escaped and inhabited planets throughout
the Universe/5. A Cemetery World is an Imperial planet where large areas of the planet's
surface have been given over to care for the remains of the honoured Imperial dead and are
also administered by the Ecclesiarchy just like Shrine Worlds. Oct 21, · In the modern world,
we tend to think of death and beauty as incompatible. But a look at some of the most exquisite
cemeteries around the globe should quickly convince any traveler otherwise. "Cemetery
World", published in by Clifford D. Simak [] envisions a far future where a devastating war
will render large portion of Earth uninhabitable. During the lead up to this war the "intellectual
elite" exited Earth and have established flourishing outpost on earth-like
esgrimaperezghersi.coms: Sep 26, · Cemetery worlds are somewhat alike to Shrine worlds,
where in cemetery worlds large areas of the planet are given over to care for the dead.
Cemetery worlds may mark the site of a huge battle, or they may be covered in gigantic
mausoleums, each dedicated to a particular Imperial noble. Many of the world’s most storied
graveyards offer respite—and rewards—for the living too. Headstones, crypts, and landscapes
divulge clues into the spirit of a place and its people. Cemetery relocation is not necessarily
possible in other parts of the world; in Alberta, Canada, for instance, the Cemetery Act
expressly forbids the relocation of cemeteries or the mass exhumation of marked graves for
any reason whatsoever. World Wide Cemetery Created by internet pioneer Mike Kibbee in , it
is the oldest online cemetery & memorial site in the world. With its simplicity, it has remained
the most elegant, peaceful, and serene resting place online.
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